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Answer Questisn n9, .7' atd dng three,
, from the'i1$.'

1. Answer the following questions in brigf ,. ,

(ang flve) " ' '. 8x5=40

. ,(a) What is:heterochromatin?,'How:does it
,diff,er from ;euchrpmatin ?' ;, . ' "rt+A=$

'ti' ' : :, (b) Justify the stateiiiet.'t oontogeny repeats
phylogen/ as evidence of evolution. 8 ,

: t- 
'it': i :

(c) Write abeu:t ther'tiltras.trtl.ctrtre : and
function of mitochondria. 4+4=8
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(d) What is a fossil ? Write about the
characteristics of fossil and fossil dating.

, .. .....ra , .. i.,,,,.,: 4+4=8

/ei,'' Disitrss prophase stage of Meiosis and
significance of clossing over. 4+4=?: . F

A Write about the characteristics of genetic
code. 8

(g) Describe the ultrastructure and function
of "synaptonemal complex" . 4+4=8'

@ Differentiate between rnultiple aLleles and
muitiple factors. Explain how they modiff
the -Mendelian concept,

2. Describe the physical and chemical properties
of protoplasm. 10+ 10=20

3. Discuss Darwin's theory of Natural Seiection.
Write the merits a4d demerits of the theory.
Mention the principles of Neo-Darwinism.

LQ+4+6=29

4. Describe the ultrastructure of nucleus with
special reference to nuclear membrane,
nuclear' larnina and nuclear pore complex.
Explain the origin of eukaryotic cell on the
basis of Endosymbiotic theory. I2+8=2O

. :: : , , - ,. :

5. What is mutation ? Describe different types
of mutation and their significance.

2+12+6=29
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'.- 6. Describe the r,nechanis.rn of translation in
protein synthesis in,prokar5rotes., Discuss the
role of different factois and enzvmes involved.
in protein synthesis. I2+8=2O

Group-B

(Marks : 100)

Ansuter ang fi.ve questions from the foltowing.

7. What is carbohydrate ? Classi$r different types
of carbohydrate and briefly state iheir
functions. Explain the role of carbohydrates
in the metabolism of animais. 4+g+g=2g

Describe the physiologr of respiration in Imammals. Write about its regulatory l
mechanism. 12+8=2O

Describe tfre zoo geographica-l realms of the
world. Mention their characteristic fauna.

I2+8=2O

10. Define fertilization. Discuss the.events of
fertilization. What is the significance of
fertilization ? 2+\2+6=20

11. What is foetal membrane ? Write about the
foetal membranes in chick with their
functions 2+72+6=2A
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L2. Describe the different components of blood.
. W'rite about th,e m,echanisrn of blood
coagulation. i 'L2+8=2O
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